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Sustainable Land Management (SLM) plays an important role in balancing human demands
and ecosystem services of available natural resources. It improves food security, reduces the
risk of conflict and supports adaptation to climate change. This study examines the impact of
Sustainable Land Management Technologies (SLMT) adoption on yield, profit, and labor
productivity of smallholder farmers in North East of Benin. The study uses primary data from
smallholder farmers through a three-level stratified random sampling of 431 maize farmers
and the Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE) model to account for selection bias and
endogeneity. We used Instrumental Variable Estimators to estimate the LATE of SLMT
adoption on yield, profit and labor productivity. We studied four SLMT, namely cattle manure
(CM), Mucuna pruriens (MP), pigeon pea (PP), and crop residue management (CR). The
results showed that SLMT adoption increased maize yield, labor productivity and profit.
Promotion of these technologies should consider heterogeneous conditions, agroecological
environments and farmers' characteristics, including the resources available at the farm level.
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INTRODUCTION
Land degradation is one of the challenges in sub-Saharan Africa (Diao and Sarpong, 2011),
especially in Benin (Avakoudjo et al., 2013; Kombienou et al., 2015). There are two causes:
exogenous and endogenous factors. The exogenous causes are related to the natural conditions of
the environment and climatic, topographical, and biophysical conditions. On the other hand,
endogenous factors relate to inappropriate agricultural practices (slash-and-burn cultivation),
population growth, land tenure insecurity. This degradation is the cause of the decline in yield with
very significant negative impacts on farmers. The agricultural sector in Benin is more of a
subsistence agriculture. Therefore, SLMTs are an effective way to contribute to improving income
and the reduction of food insecurity. So, there is a widespread use of SLMTs to combat land
degradation and thus as a mechanism to increase land productivity (Martey et al., 2019). It also
improves agricultural incomes (Martey et al., 2019) and ensures food security (Kim et al., 2019;
Nkomoki et al., 2018; Sileshi et al., 2019). While SLMTs are not a panacea, they represent a way
out for many farmers facing land degradation.

While environmental science is attempting to understand the potential impact of introducing SLMT
on soil quality and structure (Bell et al., 2018; Cherubin et al., 2019), on soil organic carbon
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(Thierfelder et al., 2015), social science has taken an interest in adoption and dissemination
challenges, leading to low adoption rates (Adesina et al., 2000; Cavane, 2016; Mugwe et al., 2009;
Ngwira et al., 2014; Vidogbéna et al., 2016) and social and economic impacts (Kassie et al., 2015;
Manda et al., 2016). In recent years, the literature provides several methods to analyze the social
and economic impact of SLMT adopted. We have econometric methods, economic surplus
production methods, and more holistic household modeling. Econometric impact assessment
methods refer to experimental or non-experimental methods (NEM). Among experimental methods,
there are randomization or random control trial (RCT) and natural experiment. Duflo et al. (2008)
conducted a randomized experiment to investigate the effects of chemical fertilizer use on farmers’
yields and incomes in Kenya. This randomized experiment is one of the few in the field of soil
fertility management and demonstrates the difficulty of having experimental data in practice. In
general, economists mainly use NEM based on economic and econometric theories. The use of non-
experimental data is widespread (Kim et al., 2019; Sileshi et al., 2019). They include the double
difference method, matching methods that posit that the effects might be related to observable
factors, essentially propensity score matching (PSM), instrumental variables, selection very close to
instrumental variables, the endogenous switching regression model (ESR), which posits that the
effects could be associated with phenomena that are not observable. All of these methods receive
criticism for their weaknesses. Moreover, they sequentially address the shortcomings observed in
each. However, NEM, PSM (Etsay et al., 2019; Martey et al., 2019; Sileshi et al., 2019) and ESR
(Asfaw et al., 2016; Martey et al., 2019; Sileshi et al., 2019) are the most commonly used in
adoption studies of SLMT. Given the shortcomings of these methods, a combination limits the
estimation bias that occurs. Therefore, we assume that the impact is based first on observable
variables and second step on unobservable variables. For example, several impact studies on SLMT
adoption have combined PSM and ESR (Martey et al., 2019; Sileshi et al., 2019) or PSM with
instrumental variables (Amare et al., 2012).

In Benin, most studies have assessed the level of performance of farmers’ SLMT adoption (Adebiyi
et al., 2019; Adégbola et al., 2002; Biaou et al., 2016; Degla, 2012; Yabi et al., 2016). Few impact
assessments studies on SLMT exist. Other studies have assessed their effects using NEM (Adégbola
and Adékambi, 2006). This study assesses the impact of SLMT adoption on maize yield, profit, and
labor productivity in north-eastern Benin. We contribute to the soil economic literature by filling
some existing gaps. First, previous studies, except the study of Hörner and Wollni (2022), were
limited to yields, total production, and income (Asfaw et al., 2016; Etsay et al., 2019; Kassie et al.,
2015) without addressing labor productivity. However, the adoption of SLMT increases the
workload on the plots. Second, we use a LATE to collectively account for selection bias,
heterogeneity, and endogeneity of impact, and to compare the three outcome indicators considered
by technology. To our knowledge, no econometric study has used this model in the field of soil
fertility management in Benin to assess the impact of SLMT adoption. Finally, we address the
gender inequalities observed in SLMT adoption through the interaction of specific gender variables.
No gender econometric study on the impact of adopting multiple technologies on soil fertility
management exists in Benin. In this regard, this article contributes to the literature on gender in
technology adoption. From a policy perspective, this study will help propose policy tools to facilitate
the scaling up adoption of SLMT. The rest of the article is structured as follows. The second section
deals with the background and the third section with the theoretical and empirical framework of
the study. Section four highlights the results and discussion. This article ends with a conclusion
with political implications.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study area

We conducted this research in Agricultural Development Hub 2 (ADH 2), in North East Benin in
Agroecological Zone 2. It extends between latitudes N 1000’ and N 1120’ and longitudes E 120’ and
E 400’. The study included only south of Alibori and north of Borgou among the three regions
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covered by PDA 2: Alibori (South), Borgou (North) and 2KP (Kandi-Kouandé-Péhunco). The climate
in the area is Sudanese, with two seasons (one rainy and one dry season). The rainiest period is
from July to September. During these months, the daytime temperature is around 30/32 °C. The
dominant soils in the target area are ferritic and ferrous. These soils have low fertility but good
physical and poor chemical properties (Amonmide et al., 2019). Around 80% of soils have below-
average fertility (Adégbola et al., 2018). Consequently, total fertility is low, threatening the viability
of the production system. Indeed, this level of soil fertility combined with widespread chemical use
degrades the soil leading to deficiencies in organic matter, phosphate, nitrogen, cation exchange
capacity, and exchangeable bases. Although maize, sorghum, and rice are the most widespread
food crops in the ADH2, it is also the most cotton-growing region in the country. In addition,
farmers make extensive use of animal traction due to the large number of herders (Adégbola et al.,
2018).

Data collection

Data were collected using a three-level stratified random sampling design. At the first level, we
selected three (3) communes, one per homogeneous subregion of ADH 2 (ADSH), as follows: Kandi
in ADSH 1, Gogounou in ADSH 2, and Bembérèké in ADSH 3. We then performed a weighting
based on the weight and number of intervention villages in each community. This weighting led us
to 6 villages in Bembérèké, 7 in Gogounou, and 6 in Kandi. The third level was the determination of
the number of farmers. Farmers of the treated group consist of all ProSOL farmers who have
benefited from the project for at least five years. Starting from a list we received from ProSOL
containing 1386 farmers that meet this criterion, we performed a simple random sampling using
(Yamane, 1967) formula [X = N/[1 + N(e)2], where X is the minimum sample size, N is the
population size, and e is the level of precision. This leads to a minimum of 287 farmers for the
treated group. Based on the number of farmers treated in each village, we conducted the selection
to a sample of 287 farmers from all 19 study villages. In addition, we constituted a control group of
144 farmers based on the same methodology use to choose treated group.

Modeling the heterogeneous effect of SLMT adoption

The theoretical framework underlying this study combines both the production theory and the
latent variable discrete choice model for selection into treatment. They provide a framework for
combining economic theory and “structural econometric analysis” in causal treatment effects
evaluation (Heckman and Vytlacil, 2007). Accordingly, the targeted farm performance outcomes are
modelled in terms of their determinants as specified by production theory. In this framework, is the
observed farm performance outcome variables, here profit, yield and labor productivity, for a given
farmer i. A maize farmer is observed to have five hypothetical potential outcomes Y(0,t) with
t={1,...,4} SLMT, representing its potential outcome with and without adoption of one of SLMTt.
Following Carneiro et al., (2003) and Heckman and Vytlacil (2007), we model each potential
performance outcome conditioning to variables as follows:

Where X(0,t) is the observed characteristics of various farms and farmers, such as the management
practices of farmer including managerial characteristics such as adoption status of SLMTt (Solís et
al., 2007), socio-economic and demographic characteristics and the characteristics of the maize
production environment; β(0,t) are coefficients to be estimated and U(0,t) is the stochastic term
which captures the unobserved characteristics. It fulfilled the condition E[U(0,t)|Xi]=0.

Moreover, we assume that the potential outcomes can be inferred by a latent variable At*. The
adoption decisions process is expressed as follows:

Where Xt and Zt are observed variables affecting the adoption of the SLMT. The covariates are
common with the outcome equations (1) and (2), while one or more variables C are excluded from
the latter; μA(t,0,Xt, Zt) is the deterministic component and is an i.i.d. error term indicating
unobserved heterogeneity in the propensity for treatment. A*t is interpretable as the net gain from
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adoption decision of an SLMTt. For the same farmer, we observe the performance outcomes, Y(0,t)
associated with adoption of SLMTt which can be written in form of switching regression model as:

 (4)

where the subscripts indicate the adoption and non-adoption status of SLMTt. The equation (4) is a
variant of the Rubin, (1974) “potential outcomes framework” (Heckman et al., 2007). The effect of
the adoption of an SLMTt on performance outcomes is the differential farmer’s performance
outcomes between the adoption and non-adoption decisions of the SLMTt and is given by ∆t=Yt-Y0
t≠0 (Carneiro et al., 2003b; Heckman and Vytlacil, 2007). Two treatment effect parameters receive
lot of attention in the literature for binary treatments (Greenland et al., 1999; Manski, 1996;
Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983). The first one Average Treatment Effect (ATE) and its variant
conditional Average Treatment Effect (ATE| x). is defined as the expected effect of treatment on a
randomly drawn person from the population. Its variant is estimated for subpopulation with given
observed characteristics Xt = xt. The second parameter is the average treatment effect on adopters
and its variant conditional Average Treatment Effect on treated (ATE1| x). The latter estimates how
those individuals with observed characteristics Xt = xt that are currently adopted the SLMT benefit
from them on average (Cornelissen et al., 2016). Other treatment effect parameters such as the
marginal treatment effect (MTE) and the local average treatment effect (LATE) are found in the
binary treatment literature (Cornelissen et al., 2016; Wooldridge, 2004).

The potential outcomes model in Eq. (4) is related to structural econometric model as follows
(Heckman, 2007):

(5)

where δ is the constant of the model, X is the vector of pretreatment explanatory variables that
have potential influence on Y(0,t);γ=β0, λ=βt-β0, ηt=Ut-U0 and εt=U0; ñt=E[ηt] is the mean of ηt;
ñt=ηt-E[ηt] is the deviation of ηt from its mean; Atñt+εt is a composite error term; is demeaned of
both pretreatment and post treatment explanatory variables; Y(0,t) is a continuous random variable
(Carneiro et al., 2003b; Heckman et al., 2007). The OLS estimator of the adoption effect of a given
SLMTt yield the expected effect Δt conditional on x written as:

(6)

The expected effect Δt conditional on x is composed of the observable heterogeneity which is the
ATE(X), the idiosyncratic gain (ñt) derived from SLMT adoption referred to as unobserved
heterogeneity and a composite error (Heckman, 1997). The unobserved heterogeneity is
responsible for the variation of the effect of SLMT adoption across maize farms. The identification
of the equation (5) and therefore that of the effect parameters and their estimation methods depend
to the unobserved heterogeneity and the presence of the element Atñt in the composite error
Atñt+εt. These two last elements represent the bias caused by the selection into treatment based
on the potential farm performance outcomes when OLS is applied for estimation.

This study assumes that the effects of adopting SLMT will vary among maize farmers. A farmer’s
decision to adopt a given SLMT is determined by the positive net expected gain At*, resulting from
adoption (Adegbola, 2010; Dimara and Skuras, 2003; Wooldridge, 2002). This implies that Ut≠U0
and therefore the outcomes Y(0,t) are generated by different unobservables (Cornelissen et al.,
2016). The conditional expected value of Atñt given (Xt,Zt) can be written as follows:

 (7)

Because of the adoption of ISFM technologies is based on the unobserved idiosyncratic gain, the
term E(ñt)| At=1, Z)≠0 in Eq. (7) is different from zero. Consequently, the conditional expected
value of Atñt given (Xt,Zt) is different from zero. Any instrument Zt that affects At will in this case
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also be correlated with the composite error term (Atñt+εt). Standard instrumental estimation of Eq.
(5) will therefore yield a biased estimate of the expected effect of adopting the SLMT, conditional
on x. The local average treatment effect (LATE) is identified and estimated by IV with a binary
instrument when the treatment effects are heterogeneous and selection into treatment is based on
a partial or a full knowledge of the idiosyncratic gain derived from treatment (Angrist and Imbens,
1995; Vella and Verbeek, 1999; Wooldridge, 2007; Wooldridge, 2002). Angrist and Imbens, (1995)
and Angrist et al. (1996) clarified the interpretation of IV estimates when treatment effects are
heterogeneous (Cornelissen et al., 2016).

A LATE of SLMT adoption effects on farms’ performance outcomes

Following Awotide et al., (2013), the LATE parameter was consistently estimated using both Wald
and LARF estimators of LATE developed by Angrist and Imbens, (1995) and Abadie (2003),
respectively. LATE parameter gives the adoption effect only for the compliers c-i-e farmers who
decide to adopt SLMT because they heard about them. To implement LATE, we suppose there
exists a single binary instrument variable Zi with Zi =1 if the farmer heard about the SLMT and Zi
= 0 otherwise. We also suppose that Zi is relevant, valid and does not directly affect the farm
performance outcomes (Huber and Wüthrich). In addition, we assume that the instrument is
randomly assigned to farmers, after conditioning on observed characteristics . The conditional
Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE) is defined by:

(8)

The Wald estimator of Eq. (8) requires only the observed performance outcomes Y(0,t) variable in
Eq. (5), the adoption status variable At and the instrument Z. Under assumptions of independence
and exclusion of instrument Z, existence of a first stage, and monotonicity, the consistent estimate
of LATE using its sample analog is expressed as follows:

  (9)

The Wald estimator will fail to estimate consistently the LATE parameter if the instrument variable
is not fully independent of the potential outcomes Y(0,t). Thus, under assumptions of conditional
independence assumption (CIA), we use the local average response function (LARF) to recover the
LATE:

(10)

Abadie (2003) shows that under previous conditions, the LARF parameter is mathematically
expressed as follows:

(11)

with, the pseudo complier weight and P(At >A0|Xi) is the proportion of compliers in the sample.

where g(∙) is a measurable real function of (Y(0,t),At,Xt) with a finite first moment and weighting
functions. The estimation involves two-step procedure. In the first step the pseudo weights is
calculated using the instrument propensity score P(At = 1|Xt=x) of assignment to adoption status.
In this study it is generated from a probit model, P(Z=1|Xt)=Φ(Xtγ) where Φ is the cumulative
normal distribution. In the second step we estimate g(Y(0,t),At,Xt). If is the parameter vector of
g(Y(0,t),At,Xt), they are estimated by equation as follows:

 (12)

The parameter vector, is estimated by a weighted least square method (LS) that minimizes the
sample analog of Eq. (12) as follows:
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 (13)

where . Abadie, (2003) proves that the resulting estimator of θ is consistent and asymptotically
normal. Because of the heterogeneous response of adoption of SLMT, we assume in this study a
nonlinear functional form, specifically an exponential conditional mean performance outcome
responses’ function. Once, θ is estimated, equation (13) is used to recover the conditional mean
treatment effect as a function of . The conditional LATE is then obtained by averaging across x
using equation (11). The LATE parameter was consistently estimated separately for each SLMT.

Descriptive statistics of the variables introduced in the model

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of the variables used in the impact models. It shows the
mean and standard deviation of each variable for adopters and non-adopters of SLMT. 70% of
farmers who did not adopt SLMT are men. 73% of farmers using CM and PP are males. 57% and
56% of those using CR and MP, respectively, are males. There is a significant gender gap between
CR adopters and non-adopters. On average, non-adopters are 43 years old. For adopters, the
highest average age for MP adopters is 44 years. Overall, at least 12% of farmers are educated, and
more than half are in North Benin’s cotton zone. The data shows that 0.89% of farmers who do not
use SLMT use chemical fertilizer. At the 10% threshold, there is a significant difference between
the use of chemical fertilizer by MP adopters and non-adopters. More than half of all the farmers
have already participated in an SLM project. In addition, less than half of non-adopters do not
belong to farmers’ groups organizations (FGO). The performance indicators were per hectare for
each group. We observe a significant difference in maize yield, labor productivity, and profit
between SLMT adopters and non-adopters.

RESULTS
Impact of SLMT adoption maize yield and its determinants

Table 2 presents the results of the impact of the adoption of SLMT on maize yield. The results
indicate a positive impact of SLMT adoption. LATE estimates suggest that adopting CM, PP, CR,
and MP increases yield by 20.9%, 8.7%, 12.8%, and 2.7%, respectively. These proportions
correspond to the average changes in performance due to the adoption of these SLMT. Table 2
presents also the determinants of maize yield given by local average response functions (LARF).
This is evidence that apart from a change in SLMT, other socioeconomic variables significantly
explain the variation observed. These factors are age, sex, the quantity of herbicide, labor, NPK,
urea, type of seed used, soil fertility level, production area, participation in an SLM project, and the
quantity of fertilizer used.

Moreover, several coefficients for the interaction terms are statistically significant. That confirms
the heterogeneity of the impact of SLMT adoption on yield. The F-statistics of the four impact
models for the joint significance of the interactive terms indicate that they are statistically
significant and different from zero. At the level of the CM adoption impact model on yield, the
coefficients of age, herbicide quantity, labor quantity, NPK quantity, Urea quantity, production
area, participation in an SLM project, and the quantity of fertilizer used are positively significant.
So, older farmers who use a large quantity of input (herbicide, labor, NPK fertilizer, and urea), who
are in the North Cotton Zone (ZCN), and who participated in an SLM project have a higher yield
than non-adopters. The negative significance of the interaction term for gender and the amount of
fertilizer used suggests that the impact of CM adoption on maize yield is lower among female
producers and producers who use little fertilizer. For the model of the impact of PP adoption on
maize yield, the coefficients of age, amount of NPK, type of seed, and participation in an SLM
project are positively significant, suggesting that older producers, who use a large amount of NPK,
traditional seed and have participated in an SLM project tend to achieve a higher yield. But the
negative coefficient observed for the quantity of labor indicates that these farmers obtain a lower
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maize yield with higher labor use. As for the CR impact model on maize yield, the coefficients of
age, the quantity of herbicide, the quantity of NPK, participation in an SLM project, and the
quantity of fertilizer used are positively significant. This suggests that older farmers who use a
great quantity of herbicide and NPK and have once participated in an SLM project have higher
maize yields. The coefficient of sex variable is negative and significant, suggesting that female
farmers who adopt CR have a higher maize yield than males. For MP, the coefficients of the
quantity of urea and participation in an SLM project are positively significant. It implies farmers
who have adopted MP and participated in an SLM project have higher maize yields. The negative
coefficient observed for the quantity of labor indicates that farmers who have adopted MP obtain a
lower maize yield with higher labor use. Also, the positive significance of the interaction terms for
sex and quantity of fertilizer used in the adoption of CR, PP, and MP shows that their impact is
higher for males and those who use little fertilizer.

Impact of the adoption of SLMT on labor Productivity (LP) and its determinants

The impact of SLMT adoption on labor productivity was estimated and presented in Table 3. The
estimation results show that the adoption of SLMT positively impact maize farmers’ LP of maize
farmers. CM, PP, CR, and MP adoption increase LP by 40.7%, 37.9%, 53.1%, and 41.3%,
respectively. We also estimated the determinants of the adoption of SLMT on LP of maize farmers.
These variables include the farmers’ age, gender, education, inputs price, the type of seed, and
level of soil fertility. Concerning the CM model, the coefficients of age and the level of soil fertility
are positive and significant. This indicates that farmers who are older and produce on fertile soils
have high LP. The coefficients of gender and the price of the inputs (herbicide, NPK, and urea) are
negative and significant, suggesting that women have a higher LP than men. Those who use CM
tend to get a lower LP when the input price increases. For the PP model, the coefficients of
education and level of soil fertility are positive and significant. This indicates that educated farmers
producing on fertile land have high LP. The coefficients of age and price of inputs (herbicide, NPK,
and urea) are negative and significant, suggesting that the young farmers who adopted PP have a
higher LP. Also, when the price of inputs increases, LP decreases. Concerning MP, the coefficients
of age and NPK price are negative and significant. This indicates that younger farmers achieve
higher LP than older. Moreover, when NPK fertilizer price increases, LP decreases. The opposite
effect is true with the price of Urea ceteris paribus. The study also shows that the urea price is
positively associated with LP when farmers apply CR. But, the type of seed used is negatively
associated with LP for those farmers. It implies that adopting CR and using traditional seeds
improve LP. It is worth to note the positive coefficient of the interaction term between gender and
the adoption of CM indicates that men who adopted CM have higher LP compared to women

Impact of the Adoption of SLMT on Profit and its Determinants

Table 4 presents the results of the impact of SLMT adoption on farmers’ maize profit. The results
show that SLMT adoption impacts maize farmers’ profits. LATE estimation show that the adoption
of CM, PP, CR, and MP significantly increases maize profit by 15%, 6.9%, 11.4%, and 7%,
respectively. These proportions correspond to the average variations in maize profit due to the
causal effect of adopting SLMT. Table 4 also presents the determinants of maize profit from the
LARF. Apart from a change in SLMT, other social and economic variables significantly explain the
variation observed in profit. These variables include age, gender, education, price of inputs
(herbicide, NPK, Urea), type of seed, use of chemical fertilizer, level of soil fertility, production
area, and the quantity of fertilizer used. The interaction terms are statistically significant, thus
confirming the heterogeneity of the impact of SLMT adoption on the profit of maize farmers. The F-
statistics of the four impact models for the joint significance of the interactive terms indicate that
they are statistically significant and different from zero.

At the level of the CM adoption impact model on profit, the coefficients of gender, education, type
of seed, and quantity of fertilizer used are positively significant. This indicates that being a man and
educated increases your profit. The same observation is made with farmers who use a large
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quantity of fertilizer and conventional seed. However, the production zone negatively impacts
farmers’ profit. Being in the northern cotton zone and using CM have lower maize profits than
those who do not use them. In the model of PP, the coefficients of age, education, type of seed, and
quantity of fertilizer used are positively significant. It shows that older farmers use traditional
seeds and more fertilizer use and those educated have higher profits than non-adopters. The
coefficients of Urea price and NPK are negative, indicating that farmers’ profit decreases when the
prices of these inputs increase. According to CR model, the coefficients of seed type, fertilizer use,
and quantity of fertilizer used are positive. This imply that the farmers who use conventional seeds
with a large quantity of fertilizer have higher profits. On the other hand, the coefficients for age,
gender, and herbicide price are negative. This result shows that young farmers, especially women,
tend to have lower profits when the price of herbicide increases. In the case of MP adoption impact
on profit, the coefficients of age, education, seed type, and production area are significant. This
suggests that older, educated farmers using traditional seeds who adopted MP and are based in the
northern cotton zone have higher profits than non-adopters.

It is worth highlighting the negative coefficients of the interaction terms between gender and the
adoption of PP, MP, and CM. This interaction indicates that women who adopted PP, MP, and CM
have lower profits than men. However, men who have adopted CR have higher profits than women.
Also, farmers who have adopted CR in combination with a large quantity of fertilizer obtain higher
profits than those who have adopted Mucuna.

DISCUSSION
In light of the different results, SLMT adoption positively impact maize yield, LP, and profit of
maize farmers. These findings are consistent with recent impact studies that revealed that SLMT
adoption improves farmers’ maize yield, profit, and LP (Abdulai and Huffman, 2014; Adolwa et al.,
2019; Martey et al., 2019, 2021). The results also indicate that women obtained the best profits
compared to men. This is due to the adequate allocation of productive resources at the level of
women and the fact that they have relatively small plots of land, which allows them to make optimal
use of inputs. Profit is influenced by maize yields and many other factors like sales price of
production, which can lead to insignificant or significant results.

The significance of the soil fertility level variable reveals the importance of environmental variables
to estimate profit and LP to avoid biased estimates. These results corroborate those of Abdulai and
Huffman (2014), who showed that the percentage of land perceived as fertile impacts land
productivity in water and soil conservation technologies adoption. Others studies showed that
perception on land degradation is a key factor on the adoption of SLMT (Abukari and Abukari,
2020; Ndagijimana et al., 2019). The results from the profit model showed the positive influence of
the use of mineral fertilizer. Indeed, the organic matter restored by the SLMT adopted makes it
possible to have a positive response from mineral fertilizers. Indeed, organic matter allows the soil
to maintain moisture by protecting it from the sun’s rays. The combined effect of the SLMT studied
and the inorganic fertilizer increases the profit of men who have adopted PP and CR. This may be
due to the increase in yield. These results are the opposite of those found by Hörner and Wollni
(2022), who highlighted that this combination is not fully reflected in the value of crops. Our results
also showed the positive effect of improved seeds on the model of maize yield and profit and the
negative effect on LP.

As already observed from the descriptive statistics, the level of improved seeds use in rural areas is
low. Improved seeds improve the productive potential of these restored soils rich in organic matter.
Our results are consistent with those of Di Falco and Veronesi (2013), who found that changing
crop varieties positively impact net incomes when combined with crop water and soil conservation
strategies, but not when implemented in isolation.

The negative sign observed of CR on LP is related to farmers’ misinterpretation of some seed. The
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results in Tables 3 and 4 indicated that education is a key factor explaining the higher profits and
LP of maize among SLMT adopters. This indicates that good knowledge and understanding of PP
can improve farmers’ profits. Mastering PP, CM, and MP usage improve LP. These results are
consistent with the findings of recent related SLMT studies (Abdulai and Huffman, 2014; Adjiba et
al., 2021; Mango et al., 2017). SLMT increase labor demand through additional technology-related
activities. As revealed by the descriptive statistics, SLMT adopters used more labor than non-
adopters. Thus, the application of SLMT induces additional costs in labor and the cost. This could
be a constraint or a major barrier to the SLMT adoption. These results are in line with the
conclusions of Etongo et al. (2018). The coefficients of the fertilizer application variables (NPK and
Urea) and herbicide in Table 2 are positive and statistically significant. This implies that farmers
who use more mineral fertilizers and more inputs achieve higher maize yields. On other words, the
use of more inputs leads the farm to an intensive agricultural practice on small areas. These results
corroborate those of Abdulai and Huffman (2014). On the other hand, the coefficients of the price of
NPK and urea fertilizers and that of the herbicide in Tables 3 and 4 all have expected and
significant negative signs for some SLMT. This indicates that if input prices increase, profits, and
LP decrease. These results support the conclusions of Abdulai and Huffman (2014). The results in
Table 2 show that the coefficient of participation in a soil fertility restoration project is positive on
yield. Farmers improve their knowledge from these projects on how to apply SLMT. These results
are in line with those of Martey et al. (2021), who showed that participation in agricultural
development projects strengthens the capacities of farmers. We have also noticed a heterogeneity
of the impacts according to farmers’ location. According to Adolwa et al. (2019), farmers did not
experience the same impact as the two targeted areas in their study area. Our results confirm
recent SLMT-related studies (Abdulai and Huffman, 2014; Hörner and Wollni, 2022; Martey et al.,
2019). Age, as well as gender, showed ambiguous signs of the impact of SLMT adoption. Older men
achieved the best yield. On the other hand, the influence of age is ambiguous on profit and LP
concerning the technologies studied. Indeed, agricultural experience comes with age. This result
explained that age was statistically significant and positive in explaining variations in profit of
adopters of PP and MP technologies. An older farmer with rich experience who adopts SLMT is
likely to generate more income (Oduniyi and Tekana, 2021). Only the association of age with profits
on CR adopters is different.

CONCLUSION
In this article, we used data collected from farmers to examine the factors and impact of SLMT
adoption on yields, profits, and labor productivity among maize farmers in North East of Benin. The
results indicated significant differences between men and women. However, knowing the
differences between the means of variable of interest is not sufficient to understand adoption
decisions in a sample of farmers, as these do not account for the impact of other farmer
characteristics. To account for endogeneity and selectivity biases and capture the differential
impact of adoption on adopters and non-adopters of the SLMT we used the LATE model. These
results indicated a positive and significant impact of education on profit and labor productivity for
some SLMT. This reveals the importance of education in rural areas for productivity gains. The use
of herbicides increased yields for some SLMT. This shows that it is important to consider this
aspect when introducing SLMT. However, herbicide prices have a negative impact on farmers’
profits. These prices also have a negative impact on the labor productivity due to the introduction
of certain technologies. The application of mineral fertilizers (NPK and urea) has a positive and
significant impact on the yield.

It is also important to consider geographic heterogeneity when analyzing the impact of SLMT
adoption. The results indicated for example that the North Cotton Zone has a comparative
advantage over the other zones. Our results also confirmed the importance of farmers’ perception
of land quality in deciding which technologies they would use and the potential impact this could
have on yield, profit, and labor productivity. Therefore, differences in soil conditions, among other
social and economic factors, must also be considered to accurately explain the introduction and
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impact patterns of SLMT adoption in Benin, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa.

LATE estimation suggested that CM, PP, CR, and MP adoption increase yield by 20.9%, 8.7%,
12.8%, and 2.7%, respectively. The increase in labor productivity of adopters is 40.7%, 37.9%,
53.1%, and 41.3% for CM, PP, CR, and MP, respectively. At the profit level, the causal impact of
adoption is 15%, 6.9%, 11.4%, and 7%, respectively for CM, PP, CR, and MP.

Overall, our results have policy implications for SLMT diffusion to enhance agricultural
productivity. In particular, they suggest that effective policies to encourage the adoption of new
technologies should include improving farmers’ training systems and providing incentive
mechanisms for using improved seed on restored soils for higher productivity gains. To ensure the
effective dissemination and SLMT adoption, the government should subsidize chemical fertilizers
and consider making them available to maize farmers. Researchers should also try to formulate
recommended dosages of mineral fertilizers in addition to SLMT adoption, which will not only help
restore the state of organic matter but also provide seedlings with essential nutrients (N, P, K). This
is a prospect for future research for soil scientists. It is also necessary to target women in
particular, since these technologies allow them to increase their income. This is a way to reduce
poverty in rural areas in developing countries.

Finally, we urge future research to look beyond crop yield when investigating SLMT adoption. The
results showed that yield is not an indicator of economic viability. Outcomes indicators like profit
and labor productivity are more important for leading farmers to make decisions. The main
limitation of this study is that the impact of combining these technologies on outcome indicators
has not been studied and future research could investigate that.
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